
Objective [1.7]-Problems - SOLUTION 
Understand what is meant by “Full” functional notation and how the “Full” part (Right Hand Side RHS) is related to a mathematical expression 

which “models” the real functional relationship 
 

For each write out the full functional notation, then the each of the three variations of full function notation where you 
drop out one part.  In every case the RHS expression (rule) will be linear and will be based on information provided in 
the Situation. 
 
Example: 
 
Situation:   You are taking a cab.  The fare is $2.00 per mile plus a flat fee of $5.00 when you get in. 
Relationship:   Cab fare depends on how many miles traveled. 

Define: 

Input:   Let “miles travelled”  be  m. 

Output: Let “total cab fare” be  f    

Relationship:  Let the functional relationship  be   C 

Full Functional Notation:   f = C(m) = 2m+5 

Equation Notation    f =  2m+5 

Function Notation    C(m) = 2m+5 

Generic Function Notation    f = C(m) 
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1. 
 

Situation:   Your want to get your house painted.  The painting contractor charges $1.00 per square foot plus a flat fee of 
$400 to paint a house. 
 Relationship:   The total cost to paint your house is a function of how much area there is to paint 

Define: 

Input:   Let “square foot” be f 

Output: Let “total cost” be t 

Relationship:  Let the functional relationship be H 

Full Functional Notation:  t=H(f)=1f+400  

Equation Notation   t=1f+400 

Function Notation   H(f)=1f+400 

Generic Function Notation t=H(f) 

 
 
2. 
 

Situation:   A little kid has a lemonade stand.  The variable cost is $0.05/cup of lemonade which includes the lemonade 
and the cup.   His fixed costs were $2.00 for signs, etc.  
 Relationship:   There is a relationship between number of cups of lemonade sold and the total cost. 

Define: 

Input:   Let “cup(s)” be c 

Output: Let “total cost” be t 

Relationship:  Let the functional relationship be L 

Full Functional Notation:   t=L(c)=.05c+2 

Equation Notation t= .05c+2 

Function Notation   L(c)=.05c+2 

Generic Function Notation   t=L(c)  

 
  



3. 
 
Situation:   A sales person is on a base salary of $500 per month plus a commission of $20 for each sale he makes. 
 Relationship:   Monthly gross income depends on sales made. 

Define: 

Input:   Let “sales” be s 

Output: Let “monthly gross” be m 

Relationship:  Let the functional relationship be I 

Full Functional Notation:  m=I(s)=20s+500  

Equation Notation   m=20s+500 

Function Notation   I(s)=20s+500 

Generic Function Notation m=I(s) 

 
 
4. 
 

Situation:     A small wholesale company is selling bags of gummy bears for $.20 each 
 Relationship:   Total monthly revenue is related to the bags of gummy bears sold each month. 

Define: 

Input:   Let “bags” be b 

Output: Let “Total monthly revenue” be t 

Relationship:  Let the functional relationship be M 

Full Functional Notation: t=M(b)=.2b 

Equation Notation   t=.2b 

Function Notation M(b)=.2b 

Generic Function Notation t=M(b) 

 


